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Abstract

Title: Identifying The Most Relevant Arguments From User Meta-Data

Author: Roussi Roussev

Major Advisor: Marius Silaghi, PhD

Arguments are essential objects in a debate. In the DirectDemocracyP2P

system, they occur in association with signatures for petitions. The arguments

of a signer on a given issue are grouped into one single justification, are classified

by the type of signature, in our case supporting or opposing, and can be subject

to various types of relations such as refute, subsume or more recent.

Given those signatures and relations, the addressed problems are: (i) what

makes a good supporting or opposing justification (ii) how to recommend the best

justification to a new voter, (iii) how to recommend a compact list of justifications

subsuming the majority of known arguments for or against an issue.

In this dissertation, we investigate solutions based on weighted bipartite graphs

within the context of the DirectDemocracyP2P (DDP2P) system. We describe

algorithms based on computing transitive closures covering different types of edges

in those graphs, refutes and subsumes. Due to the decentralized design of DDP2P,

the system can be in a constantly inconsistent state as peers come up and down,
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organization are created and destroyed, users join and leave them. It therefore has

a probabilistic nature. We describe a Bayesian network model to generate data

and compare the algorithms.

We conclude with a brief discussion on new research avenues that this thesis

opens. We argue that our approach takes a small step towards making voters more

knowledgeable and their decisions better supported.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Voting is an important research topic and as such it is heavily studied in the

computing and social literature. It enables groups of people to reach a decision.

The voting process starts with enumeration of eligible sets of voters through a

process called a census. It continues with discussion, presentation and agreement

on the questions asked and the choices offered. After discussions of the merits of

each choice, the actual votes are cast. The process finishes with a tally, verification

and dissemination of the results. At every stage, the availability and integrity of

the voting systems against attacks should be maintained.

It can be argued that at least as important as voting itself is the process of

establishing the alternatives on the ballot, namely of how alternatives on the ballot

are decided. This dissertation proposes solutions that help voters make educated

choices. It covers that process whose functionality and security is less studied.

Voters are often provided with a choice from a set of pre-selected answers and
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they (hopefully) take the time to study them before important decisions are made.

Depending on the degree of democracy, voters can create their own petitions, gain

support and vote on them. This dissertation mainly focuses on the most democratic

of the mechanisms used to push items on a ballot, namely citizen initiatives (aka

petitions). Unfortunately, most previous computational and security studies on

voting do not address petitions. There exist many studies about petitions in the

fields of sociology and political sciences, but not many from the perspective of

computational sciences.

This dissertation provides interesting examples from common every-day

decisions familiar to us, computer scientists and engineers. One such important

decision is whether to include a particular fix as part of a release. It is an important

question that often puts the management teams against the engineers, and the

future success and reputation of the participants and their organization (whose

level of democracy may vary) is often at stake.

When preparing to vote, a skilled voter organizes the set of prior justifications

into supporting or opposing groups for each choice. If none of the existing

justifications seem to fit, she can create a new one. Presenting the justifications

is where relevance comes into play and where things get complicated. It can be

argued that a relevance algorithm is a form of filter as users will rarely go beyond a

few dozen pages and, for practical reasons, few web search engines allow browsing

past that limit expecting users to narrow down their searches, so providing good

algorithms and metrics that select the best justifications is important.

There is a wide body of research in AI on “argumentation frameworks”,

surveyed in more detail later, which try to reach conclusions based on logic. It can

be argued that it is human nature to be sometimes irrational, (un)intentionally
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inconsistent or deceptive. This dissertation introduces a very basic algorithm

for scoring justifications based on bipartite graphs of user defined relationships

between those justifications. It then augments them with weights on those

relationships to take into account the degrees of belief and trust. It will be

recognized that some very good newly submitted justifications may end up

underestimated even though eventually they will gain enough support to end up

at the top. The “more recent” relation will be added to the set of relations. An

algorithm using the “more recent” relation can still be attacked by controlling the

values of the decentralized clock ticks. Mitigations will be discussed by scaling

down the weight of the “more recent” relation. Once again it will be recognized

that some justifications completely subsume or contain all arguments of others

and attack with a lot of similar justifications. That will be countered with a basic

subsume detection based on user provided subsume relations.

1.2 Overview of Chapters

The body of the dissertation is structured in the following way. Chapter 2 provides

the necessary background on Bayesian models for the readers unfamiliar with

them, work done in the argumentation area with respect to logic, work done on

opinion mining using empirical data from Internet bulletin boards, work done

on collaborative filtering and search relevance (PageRank in particular). The

design and implementation of our DirectDemocracyP2P system is covered as well.

Chapter 3 provides an example where a team of engineers and managers decide

based on new and existing arguments on whether a launch of a space vehicle

should go ahead as planned. Chapter 4 introduces the framework including its
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goals and the problems addressed, provides formal definition of the relations, and

formal definitions of the problems including generalizations and combinations.

Chapter 5 provides various algorithms to solve the previously defined problems

and Chapter 6 evaluates the performance of the algorithms. Chapter 7 discusses

caveats, limitations and future work and Chapter 8 itemizes the contributions of

this dissertation and concludes.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Overview of Argumentation Frameworks

Work in argumentation framework focuses on multiple final goals:

1. finding a set of laws (rules) that are compatible and have support [27].

2. finding acceptable arguments and the strongest chains of arguments [6] [8].

3. aggregating arguments into a summary of arguments [64].

4. applications to real world problems [11].

Research in abstract argumentation frameworks (AAFs) has been mainly based

on Dung’s seminal theory of argumentation. In Dung’s approach, a (Dung)

argument is defined as “an abstract entity whose role is solely determined by its

relations to other arguments. No special attention is paid to the internal structure

of the arguments.” [29] The examples of arguments given by Dung are the natural

language statements in the exchange: “My government cannot negotiate with your
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government because your government doesn’t even recognize my government.” and

“Your government is a terrorist government.” Leite et al. [46] extends Dung’s

framework with votes on arguments. Eilmez et al. [32] further extends it with votes

on attack relations. Hunter [42] takes into account the probabilistic nature of the

arguments and extends the framework as appropriate. Amgoud and Kaci et al. [44]

present frameworks that handle preferences among arguments. Argumentation

methods has been applied to several engineering fields. Baroni et al. [11] present

an argumentation framework as applied to three engineering decisions: a civil

engineer’s choice of foundation for a multi-story building, a water engineer’s

choice of wastewater treatment technologies, and a medical engineer’s choices when

designing a reusable syringe.

2.2 Abstract Argumentation Frameworks

Argumentation frameworks are the subject of a fast growing research area in

artificial intelligence, partly due to the perceived potential application in addressing

and reasoning with natural texts occurring in human dialogues [22]. Most of the

research in abstract argumentation frameworks has been dealing with dialectics

(namely dialogues with arguments in a persuasion process to establish the truth).

A study of media argumentation involving polls [74] addressed the dialectics in

propaganda associated with their advertisement and in the selection of wording

for provided poll choices. Here we look into the argumentation appearing in

statements associated with votes from poll users. Such polls can appear in online

forums associated with governmental sites asking suggestions for the improvement

of public procedures, or in social networks used by shareholders and boards
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for decision making. Several types of human dialogues, described in [75], are

classified based on the goal of the speakers into: persuasion dialogues, negotiation

dialogues, eristics dialogues (dialogues for the sake of dialogue), inquiry dialogues,

deliberation dialogues, and information seeking dialogues. Comments in electronic

dialogues can be further sub-typed based on their goals into (a) justificatory

arguments, or justifications, which count in favor of something, and (b) explanatory

arguments, or explanations, which tell relations or facts [47]. Four types of

explanations identified [80] are: (i) trace which contains all decisions made by

a system, (ii) justification which contains the reasons behind each step, (iii)

control or strategic explanation which show the system’s higher level strategy,

and (iv) terminological explanations where concepts are defined. Research has

looked at specific instantiations and representations for each of these argument

types. A discussion does not contain explanations of only one type, and even

one statement can be expected to contain several of them. Much of the current

research in abstract argumentation frameworks (AAFs) is based on Dung’s theory

of argumentation.

Definition 1 (Dung Framework (AAF) [29]) An argumentation framework

is a pair ⟨A, C⟩ where A is a set of arguments, and C is a binary relation

representing attacks on A, namely C ⊆ A × A.

The relation C(α, β) between two arguments, α and β, represents the fact that α

attacks β. Based on such graphs, Dung defined the concepts of conflict-free and

admissible extension (set of arguments which defends each argument in the set, i.e.

accepting them, by attacking whatever other argument attacks them), as well as a

characteristic function F that can filter admissible extensions of an input conflict-
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free set of arguments by retaining acceptable arguments with respect to the input.

Procedures based on these concepts can infer maximal admissible extensions (aka

preferred), complete extensions (fixed points of F), stable extensions (attacking

any other arguments), or the smallest complete extension (the least fixed point of

F). Each of these extensions defines a different semantic of acceptance. Previous

research explored instantiations [22] of such AAFs by assuming internal logical

structures of the arguments, of the type p1, ..., pk → c where pi is a support

(or premise) and c is a conclusion (or claim). Such logic-based argumentation

framework instantiations can then infer the attack relation from the internal

structure of the arguments. For example, it can be asserted that an attack occurs

from an argument α against an argument β when the claim of argument α is

either the negation of a premise of argument β (i.e., undermining attack defining

an undercut or indirect defeater relation), or the negation of the conclusion of the

argument β (i.e., rebuttal relation). In such frameworks, from arguments accepted

by some extension one can infer their set of consequences as a solution. Research

on voted propositions in logic argumentation has shown that the aggregation of

judgments into a summary cannot directly exploit the logic relations between

them [64]. The more general case where participants have emotions and different

preconceptions and values was addressed by the introduction of preferences. The

concept of preference can be seen as a source of attacks on attacks, and has been

introduced as an extension of AAFs:

Definition 2 (EAF [55]) An Extended Argumentation Framework (EAF) is a

tuple ⟨A, R, D⟩ such that A is a set of arguments, and:

(i) R ⊆ A × A, representing attacks
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(ii) D ⊆ A×R, representing defeat attacks, or arguments that are used against

attacks

(iii) If (X, (Y, Z)), (X ′, (Z, Y )) ∈ D then (X, X ′), (X ′, X) ∈ R.

EAFs are used to qualitatively model preferences, attacks which are not based

on logic proofs and are commonly used in social dialogues. An alternative

competing approach to preferences is quantitative, as defined by the value based

argumentation, which also integrates the concept of audience:

Definition 3 (VAF [12]) ⟨A, R, V, val, P⟩ is a value-based argumentation

framework (VAF), where val is a function from arguments A to values V, and

P is the set of possible audiences. An argument relates to value v if it promotes or

defends value v, i.e. v=val(A). For every A, val(A) ∈ V .

Definition 4 An audience specific VAF (aVAF) is a tuple ⟨A, R, V, val, V alprefa⟩

where V alprefa is the total ordering (audience) on V ×V and a ∈ P (P from VAF).

Another quantitative alternative to the use of values is provided by the probabilistic

argumentation framework introduced in [30], where AAFs are extended with

probability spaces for the beliefs of a juror (audience), associating arguments

(events or reasoning steps) with probabilities, in a step towards Bayesian belief

networks. It has already been argued that abstract argumentation frameworks

(AAF) should also be studied under the assumption that they are motivated by

requirements for modeling relations between locutions as used in common reasoning

and debate [56], as compared to their instantiation with logical theories, to

make them more suitable for modeling dialogues appearing in practice. Abstract

Locution Networks (ALNs) were proposed as an alternative where nodes are
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locutions rather than arguments. ALNs are more general than AAFs since besides

attacks they can support other relations between entities, such as preferences,

etc. Previous efforts employing ALNs had as purpose the provision of a dialectic

feedback to users. However, many discussions between humans are informative (as

in the case of ’preference attacks’ [56]). Previous research suggested that systems

should be prompting users introducing locutions to clarify the relations intended

[17] [56]. We assume that the metadata provided by links in threaded electronic

justifications for votes in the context of opposing groups do provide a fair amount of

information that can be exploited. An abstract framework was proposed for online

debating systems, to enable reasoning about argument strength using votes:

Definition 5 (Extended social argumentation frameworks (ESAF) [32])

An extended social argumentation framework is a 4-tuple F = ⟨A, R, VA, VR⟩, where

A is a set of arguments, R ⊆ A × A is a binary attack relation between arguments,

VA : A → N × N stores the crowd’s pro and con votes for each argument, and

VR : R → N × N stores the crowd’s pro and con votes for each attack.

It has been proposed to exploit ESAFs using semantic frameworks, namely

algebraic structures consisting of 5 operations on an ordered bounded set, the

set of strengths as yielded by votes: (i) a binary restriction operator based on

strengths for arguments, (ii) a binary restriction operator based on strengths for

attacks, (iii) a binary aggregation operator of strengths, (iv) a unary restriction

of strength, and (v) a binary social support function to aggregate positive and

negative votes. These operators can be instantiated with various functions to

define different extensions and solutions in terms of socially supported arguments.
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An abstract bipolar argumentation framework (BAF) [7] [16] which introduces

support relations has also been proposed:

Definition 6 (Abstract bipolar argumentation framework (BAF) [20])

An abstract bipolar argumentation framework ⟨A, Rdef , Rsup⟩ consists of a set A

of arguments, a binary relation Rdef on A called a defeat relation and another

binary relation Rsup on A called a support relation: consider Ai and Aj ∈ A,

AiRdefAj (resp. AiRsupAj) means that Ai defeats Aj (resp. Ai supports Aj).

Groups of arguments in a BAF that satisfy a coherence requirement are called

coalitions [21]:

Definition 7 (Coalition of BAF [21]) C ⊆ A is a coalition of BAF iff:

(i) The subgraph of Gsup induced by C (the partial graph representing the AAF

⟨A, Rdef⟩) is connected;

(ii) C is conflict-free for AF;

(iii) C is maximal (for ⊆) among the sets satisfying (i) and (ii).

The work on coalitions in [21] [2] [63] is related to the kind of solution we pursue,

but is focused on detecting the coalitions. Also, for our target systems the coalitions

may not be maximal, connected, or even conflict-free, but they are expected to

be an input (given by the poll choices voted), and used for further reasoning.

The main AAF related problems addressed in the literature are finding a set of

laws (rules) that are compatible and have support [27], and finding the strongest

chains of arguments [8]. Justification and argumentation frameworks [47] [29]

have so far pursued generality in order to model as many paradigms from natural

discussions as possible. Instead, here we want to define and focus on a particular

type of instance that is less general, but fits tightly with specific communication
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structures occurring in decision support electronic fora. As common in artificial

intelligence, this specificity enables more efficient methods of reasoning. The

obtained insight helps in construing new concepts that can be ported to the more

general frameworks, to address new types of problems and inferences.

2.3 Social Media

Research has also been performed for extracting arguments from natural language

texts [34]. Extracting a group’s worldview from justifications for positions related

to a poll choice is related to distributed merging of contributions in documents.

Previous vetting mechanisms to merge contributions to documents from multiple

authors are provided by Wikipedia (where a mediator is in charge) [35] or by

PeerVote, where previous authors of the document vote using majority rule among

past authors to decide on updates [15]. This is unlike aggregation of numerical

ratings from product reviews [23]. Merging of judgments in the context of logic

propositions was studied in [64] under the principle of systematicity.

Definition 8 (Systematicity [51]) Systematicity is the principle that the

collective judgment on each proposition should depend exclusively on the pattern of

individual judgments on that proposition.

For example, given a logic relation P ∧ Q → R, it is possible that a majority of

users may vote P and another majority may vote Q, but their intersection is a

minority and therefore R is not voted by a majority. If three users vote (P=True,

Q=True), (P=False, Q=True) and (P=True, Q=False), under the above relation

the majority may agree that R is False even if the majority agrees that P is True

and Q is True. This paradox is called “the discursive dilemma”. Systematicity
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requires that no proposition should be given special weight in decisions concerning

collective judgments on other propositions, independently of the logical relations

between them. Previous research has addressed the problem of diversifying results

from search engines to help users access opposing opinions, as a contribution

to the reduction of public polarization [81] [45]. Other than generic search

engines, electronic forums dedicated to specific debate topics are also used for

looking up information. Extension of forum structures with “likes” did not

solve the search problem [19] [38]. Disappointed users still accuse suspicions

of disruption or manipulation under the cover of anonymity [36], potentially by

users with identities duplicated for response rate manipulation, in so-called Sybil

attacks [60] [28] [25]. Authentication and limitation of participation to groups

of relevant users (e.g., shareholders for which the decision is relevant), addresses

some of the root causes of the above issues. The problem of structuring large

number of arguments still remains. Electronic discussion fora can be classified

into brainstorming venues and idea structuring venues [5] [67]. Most fora

associated with news websites are brainstorming venues, focusing on elicitation

of contributions with a reduced number of features designed for aggregating

knowledge. A certain number of forums dedicated to reaching conclusions have

been proposed, where the focus is on structuring ideas. They typically work by

requiring submitting users to classify some of their locutions as either endorsing

or opposing with respect to some statement. Many such applications are focused

on displaying arguments without reference to authors or supporting users, and

generally users are not verified for belonging to a relevant community, diluting the

relevance of conclusions and of voting-based rankings.
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2.4 Opinion Mining

Aragwal et al. [2] performed a link-based analysis of corpora of newsgroup

discussions to classify users in opposing camps. They observed that in Internet

newsgroups people more often respond to messages when they disagree than when

they agree. Due to lack of proper threading at the time, they used quoted text

to infer the linking. They compared their link-based algorithm to statistical

analysis techniques applied on the same corpora and observed that NLP techniques

were insufficiently complex to sift through the common vocabulary used in both

supporting and opposing posts [2]. Their spectral partitioning (EV algorithm)

and addition of Kernighan-Lin heuristic significantly improved the accuracy of

classification.

Mullen and Malouf [53] performed similar analysis on politics.com post and

reinforced Agarwal’s observation that people more often respond in disagreement.

Thomas et al. [71] performed analysis on congressional speeches where they search

for explicit references to other speakers.

2.5 Probabilistic Models

A Bayesian network is a probabilistic model that represents relationships between

random variables through an acyclic directed graph. In such a graph G=(V, E),

vertices V represent variables while edges E represent dependencies. If an arrow

E1 connects V1 and V2, it means that V2 is dependent on V1. If there is no path

between V1 and V2 in the graph, then they are conditionally independent.
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Bayesian networks can be manually created or learned from existing data. Then

they can be used for either classification of existing samples or generation of new

samples according to the model. In this dissertation, we use Bayesian models to

generate sample data while learning and classification are future work.

A Markov Decision Process (MDP) is a probabilistic model for making

sequential decisions. It is represented by the tuple ⟨S, A, T, R, γ⟩ where S is the set

of states and A is the set of actions. T is the transition table T(S, a, S’) defining

the probability that based on the current state S and action a ∈ A, one will land

in state S’. Reward is the expected reward by going from state S to S’ (by applying

action a ∈ A and γ is the discount factor specifying the weight of present vs future

rewards [76]. A Markov chain is a special case of MDP, where there is no reward.

If a reward function is not specified as part of the model, one can use Monte Carlo

(MC) simulations to estimate the average reward over many paths. Often times,

MC simulations result in high variance as every random decision is compounded

if the state space is large.

2.6 Collaborative Filtering

Collaborative filtering is the process of using historical preference data to

recommend an item to a particular user based on the user‘s past preferences and

other users‘ preferences. It is commonly used by internet companies to recommend

movies a user would enjoy [13], a purchase one should make [50] or news one

will find interesting [24]. It is collaborative because users cooperate and share

their preferences. The filtering aspect refers to the fact that users benefit from

improved relevance by filtering less relevant results. Probabilistic methods such
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as Bayesian networks, Markov chains, clustering models, latent semantic indexing

or unsupervised learning algorithms are widely used. In practice, quite often the

results of different algorithms are combined to produce the final recommendation

[24].

2.7 Relevance

PageRank is a widely used system for ranking webpages [18].

Definition 9 (PageRank [18]) Page A is a page in the world wide web. It has

n other pages T1...Tn linking to it. C(A) is defined as the number of links going

out of the page. The parameter d is a damping factor which can be set between 0

and 1, commonly set to 0.85. The PageRank of a page A is given as follows:

PR(A) = (1 − d) + d ∗ (PR(T1)/C(T1) + ... + PR(Tn)/C(Tn))

It represents a Markov model of users randomly browsing web content and

over time the probability of randomly visiting a web page converges to the relative

importance of a page, irrespective of where the user started navigation. It is built

on the assumption that the more links a page receives and the more important the

pages that link to it, the more important it is. A page implicitly transfers some of

its importance to the links that it contains.

While PageRank is published and widely analyzed and cited, it is just one

of the many inputs used for computing the actual relevance score of a page and

the actual basket of relevance algorithms is a tightly kept secret. Some projects,
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such as Apache Lucene, have tried to organize an open repository of relevance

algorithms and the tools for their evaluation with limited success [52].

2.8 Neural Networks

Similar to Bayesian networks, neural networks are probabilistic models that are

used for both generation and recognition [33]. A neuron consists of a set of

inputs, a set of weights and an activation function. The inputs are multiplied

by the weights, summed and passed through an activation function to form the

output of a neuron. A neural networks is an interconnected network of neurons. A

common topology is called feedforward neural network (FFN), where there is no

cycle between the individual neurons. The universal approximation theorem [40]

states that a FFN with a single hidden layer with a finite set of neurons can

approximate any mathematical function. FFNs are a good fit for relevance where

the number of signals and their weights is large, and have been quickly growing

in importance for computing relevance, with Google’s RankBrain gaining the

number 3 signal for search relevance along with the traditional signals such as links

and page content [58]. Neural models have been shown to have better precision

given sufficient training data compared to other machine learning models including

Bayesian networks [66] [43]. But they also need more data and computation to

accurately train (in the order of 100000 samples), something that we couldn’t afford

with a small team and limited amount of data. This is an area of future work for

us.
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2.9 DirectDemocracyP2P

DirectDemocracyP2P (DDP2P) [70] is a decentralized and open system for

deliberation. It allows users to create petitions, vote for them, independently

count the votes and disseminate the results. Decentralized properties remove

single points of failure, thus increasing the dependability and resilience against

random cascading failures as well as deliberate attacks. Replication over a set of

independently managed and developed systems ensures robustness against target-

specific vulnerabilities. The source code of the DDP2P system is open allowing

inspection by users or observers of the system. Its data is open while providing

the necessary security guarantees for authentication and non-repudiation through

globally unique identifiers (GIDs), the results of a secure hash function (denoted by

HASH in the formal definitions below). When the data is open, anybody can read

the arguments presented, the order in which they are presented and the choices

that were made. In decentralized settings, it is harder to guarantee consistency,

so research has been done on how to estimate the total vote count rather than

compute it exactly [65]. The behavior of an open source system is also easier to

understand and modify, so research has been done on how to ensure the integrity

of the decentralized system against patches by untrusted developers [4].

In DDP2P, there are two types of organizations, authoritarian and

grassroots [69]. In an authoritarian organization, a central authority decides who

belongs to a particular organization. It is similar to how countries decide on

citizenship, most companies decide to hire employees or most social networks

decide on enrollment. In a grassroots organization, there is no such central

authority and decisions are made by constituents through voting. In addition,
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in grassroots organizations, there is no central authority that tallies the votes,

and as a result different constituents may reach different decisions on whether a

constituent belongs to an organization.

Definition 10 (Authoritarian organization [69]) An authoritarian

organization is the tuple ⟨O, p, r, d, σ⟩, where O is GUID of the organization

represented by its public key, p is a set of parameters describing the organization

and its rules/constitution, r is the revocation status of O, d is the timestamp when

the organization was created and σ is a signature of the organization metadata as

signed with the secret key of O, σ = SIGN(SK(O), ⟨p, r, d⟩).

Definition 11 (Grassroots organization [69]) A grassroots organization is an

authoritarian organization, where O (the GUID of the organization) is represented

by the hash of the parameters p, and (r, d and σ) are all null. Therefore, it is

simply the tuple ⟨O, p⟩, where (O = HASH(p)).

Constituents (active or inactive), motions, votes and justifications can also be

defined more formally. Active constituents, belonging to an organization, create

motions with a set of possible answers, vote on them and provide justifications for

their choice. The focus of this dissertation is on justifications.

Definition 12 (Active constituent [69]) An active constituent is a tuple

⟨C, O, i, d, r, σ⟩ where C is the GID of the constituent, O is the GID of the

organization of the constituent, i are the identity details of the constituent (name,

email, etc.), and d is the timestamp when i was declared. C is specified as a

public key, r is the revocation status of C, C ′ is a supporting constituent (the

constituent making the statement), σ is the signature of the constituent data

σ = SIGN(SK(C ′), ⟨C, O, i, r⟩).
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Definition 13 (Inactive constituent [69]) An inactive constituent is a tuple

⟨C, O, i⟩, whose GID is C = HASH(O, i).

Definition 14 (Motion [69]) A motion is a tuple ⟨M, t, o⟩ where M is the GID

of the motion, t is its text, and o is a list of possible answers. The GID is computed

as: M = HASH(t, o).

Definition 15 (Justification [69]) A justification is a tuple ⟨J, M, t⟩ where J is

the GID of the justification, M is the GID of a motion, and t is the text of the

justification. The GID J is computed as: J = HASH(M, t).

Definition 16 (Vote [69]) A vote is a tuple ⟨V, M, c, C, J, d, σ⟩ where V is the

GID of the vote, M is the GID of a motion, c is the answer selected (from one of

the values o provided by the motion), C is GID of an active constituent and SK(C)

is the secret key of C, J is the GID of the justification, and d is the timestamp of

the vote. The GID V is computed as: V = HASH(M,C,J) and the digital signature

σ is computed as: σ = SIGN(SK(C), ⟨M, c, J, d⟩).
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Chapter 3

Illustrative example

This chapter presents a simple example of a non-trivial engineering decision.

An additional example is provided in appendix B. It is indisputable that the

productivity tools widely used by engineers (such as bug tracking databases like

JIRA and Bugzilla) do a good job at recording decisions. For open source projects,

they do a good job at making them publicly available. At the same time, they

provide only limited decision supporting functionality, often only in the context

of voting on whether an issue should be addressed or not. They do not provide

functionality for tracking votes against. They do not provide voting on individual

comments. Some allow limited threading to bring basic structure to the debate.

Almost all are organized chronologically by creation timestamp and there is hardly

any relevance computation. A decision-maker often has to sift through hundreds

and potentially thousands of comments before she has the full context [59]. One

is often subscribed to changes made to issues of interest, and while some of the

notifications received are indeed insightful, others are just checking for status,

corrections to a previous comment or just automated responses. An average
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decision-maker has to juggle from as little as a few items a day (for a junior

engineer) to tens or even hundreds issues per day (for management and cross-

domain experts).

Here, we present a well-known example of reaching a “go”-“no-go” decision

on whether to go ahead with the launch of a space vehicle. It is based on the

Challenger decision to go ahead with the launch despite the existence of voiced

concerns from engineers, most notably from Bob Ebeling and Roger Boisjoly, that

in the winter morning of the planned launch date, the temperature was forecast to

fall below the tested limits of some of the components [14]. Engineers argued that

the launch should be postponed given the lack of testing data on the performance

of the rubber O-rings during low temperature conditions, i.e. it was suspected

that under freezing temperatures the rings may not seal sufficiently and cause

catastrophic failure [77].

The organization in this case was NASA and the companies that it interacts

with (suppliers, contractors, etc). Constituents belonging to the organization

were engineers, managers, operations, support, weather experts. It is a standard

procedure that at about T minus 15 minutes (15 minutes before the launch), the

managers of each team verify that there are no open critical issues in their area

of ownership that may prevent the launch. The Shuttle Launch Director performs

the final management poll, tallies the votes, and makes the final “go”-“no-go”

decision [61]. The specifics of each launch decision differs from ones in the past

and it is rare for everything to go smoothly. The launch director may choose

“no-go” even if everyone else is in favor of “go” and vice-versa [68].

In the case of the Challenger launch, both sides of the “go”-“no-go” debate had

valid set of arguments. Arguments against the launch included lack of test data
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for the O-ring performance at low temperatures (AA1), lack of failover testing

ensuring that the secondary O-rings would prevent catastrophic failure in event

of primary O-ring failure (AA2), O-rings were critical components (criticality 1)

and a backup should not be relied upon (AA3), all launches should be postponed

until an O-ring redesign already well under way was completed and the criticality

of the O-rings downgraded (AA4). Arguments for continuing with the launch

included multiple previous delays (AF1), the existence of secondary O-rings that

would have provided backup (AF2), poor presentation of the technical arguments

against (AF3), the next launch window would be as far as three months in the

future (AF4), a safe temperature range was not provided by the engineers (AF5),

lack of historical failures with the current design (AF6), redesign was already in

progress that was hoped to be completed before any major failure was observed

(AF7).

The actual NASA justification is presumed to have contained a subset of the

arguments for launch. The O-ring manufacturer’s original justification is presumed

to have contained a subset of the arguments against launch. It should be noted

that, the O-ring manufacturer has subsequently changed the decision and voted

for the launch with no well documented justification. It is not clear if NASA has

released its own justification for proceeding with the launch and the level with

which engineers agreed with it. It was clear that a single engineer’s justification

was not enough to prevent disaster, even if he was the guy who worked on a

criticality 1 component in the form of the particular O-ring design. It is also clear

that, due to the nature of the organization, not all engineers had complete access

to all justifications and ability to vote on them or otherwise participate in the

debate.
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Figure 3.1: Mission Control Room after a difficult decision has been made, courtesy
NASA

Another example of a non-trivial decision is whether to quickly address a

security vulnerability if only complex, and thus risky, fixes are proposed. Engineers

and managers are aware of the risks of not fixing the issue, e.g. watching their

system being exploited in the wild. At the same time they need sufficient time

to understand the impact, evaluate alternatives, “bake” the changes (get them

properly reviewed, tested and deployed) and are afraid of causing regressions in

quality due to the complexity involved. Everyone gets together (usually in a live

triage meeting), presents their arguments for and against, and formally accepts

risk through voting. In most engineering organizations, such triage happens on a

daily or weekly basis. Participants have to sift through multiple issues containing
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multiple comments of different value to the topic being discussed. Often times

important information is hidden in plain sight. Stakeholders may not always be

properly represented. Usually the person responsible for the bug, the person fixing

the bug and the person testing the fix are expected to physically attend and sit on

the “hot chair”, but in practice this is not always the case. The people impacted

(such as the customers, sales, support), rarely attend those meetings for variety of

reasons). Participants have different communications skills, with managers usually

being more eloquent and convincing than the engineers. A decision is expected to

be reached by the end of the, usually hour long, meeting. Since the participants are

very well educated and experienced people, most of the time, the correct decision

is made.

Finally, we list some of the most common types of failures in large scale systems

that are still relevant today [10]. Failures can be due to a design limitation

or implementation problem with a particular component or can involve human

operator judgment. In all of them, human decisions can be traced to the cause of

the failure and lead to its eventual resolution. Operator error results where there

is a misconfiguration or incorrect management operation initiated by a human

operator [73]. Examples include deployment of incorrect policy/change or bringing

down the wrong set of resources for maintenance. Resource manager error is similar

to operator error, except that management tasks are initiated by an autonomous

system. Fabric node downtime results when capacity (storage or compute) nodes

are rendered inoperative due software fault within the node. Environment failures

include factors that are related to the environment in which software executes such

as time, hardware component failure, power grid failure or natural disaster.
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Chapter 4

Concepts

4.1 Goals

As explained in the background section, work in argumentation framework focuses

on multiple final goals:

1. finding a set of laws (rules) that are compatible and have support.

2. finding the strongest chains of arguments.

3. aggregating arguments into a summary of arguments.

All these efforts refer to the case when a committee must follow some rules, rules

that are created and enforced by a superior authority. This superior authority

wants to understand the bases of the decisions and to verify them. They start

with a set of values and prove that they can logically justify their decisions based

on these values.

In our case, this is not applicable since in our system, there is a diversity of

opinions and everybody may have a different set of values. Therefore, on a free
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forum, the arguments are in general not comparable, and the generation of a unique

justification proving adherence to the rules is not the main issue at this point. As

such, here we assume that in petitions, the declared utility (i.e. type of signature)

is more important than the logic correctness of arguments. On politically sensitive

topics a human frequently uses arguments to justify a sentimentally taken decision

(often inherited from her social circle), decision taken prior to the crystallization

of her own arguments [37].

Example 1 For example, if one succeeds to show a person from a different political

party that his arguments are false, this commonly does not make the person to

change his opinion but rather to search and find new arguments (as can be observed

in the US from generations of debating republicans and democrats that do not seem

to converge) [3].

Arguments may help people to understand and tolerate each other (in so much

as this understanding removes fear) [3, 37], but from a democratic perspective,

what is important is the declared utility (the taken decision/vote), more than the

arguments.

In DirectDemocracyP2P, we have a somewhat different framework. It is

different from classical argumentation in terms of what is desirable and expected

as a result of the study of arguments:

A. We assume no supreme authority individual, but rather the sole supreme

authority is formed by the entire constituency, at least in grassroot

organizations explained in the background section. Also, arguments are

presented in a natural language. Since the arguments are in natural language,

we do not expect that they can be robustly parsed and prepared as formal
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logical statements. Therefore, the only thing that we plan to exploit

automatically is the association between votes and justifications and the

structure obtained from threading.

B. Following (A), the final goal of an argumentation study would be the help

given to a constituent in finding the most complete proposed arguments, as

revealed by her predecessors’ inputs. A new or existing voter studies current

arguments with the purpose of selecting the most complete justification for

her vote, a justification which can be subjective.

We address two problems: finding candidate justifications, and suggesting

components of a new justification.

Problem 1: Find candidate justifications. If an existing justification

subsumes all the arguments that a new voter considers relevant, from this voter’s

point of view, then the voter will select that particular justification. Therefore we

want an algorithm that computes candidates for such a subsuming justification that

will be used as someone’s justification of a binary conclusion (pro or against the

petition). The overall system can be thought to be based on social computation

to find subsuming justifications based on a pool of arguments encapsulated in that

set of justifications.

When no such justifications exists, that according to a new voter subsumes all

known arguments from the point of view of the voter, then the voter will have the

choice to create a new justification.

The detection of the subsuming justification is solely based on a hierarchy

of justifications. We cannot build this hierarchy on the base of the arguments
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found in the content of the justification, as we agree to consider this content as

being opaque. However we can build it on the basis of some relations between

justifications.

We can have two types of voted relations between two justifications a and b.

1. a claimed_subsumes b (where a contains all arguments of b, read:

justification a is claimed to subsume justification b).

2. a claimed_refutes justification b (where b has an opposite conclusion/vote

to a, read: justification a is claimed to refute justification b).

The concepts of claimed_subsumes and claimed_refutes can be defined

from the perspective of logic or social and political sciences. It is important to

note that the exact definition of those concepts is left to the users specifying

these relations and can vary from one user to another. As a result, the natural

language arguments are opaque to the computational system, which cannot verify

and enforce such definitions. In our system, we treat these relations simply as

edges in a bipartite graph. This bipartite graph and the information contained in

it can be exploited in ways that fit the expectations of the users.

Due to the limitations of opaqueness, we have designed a set of algorithms using

information from this graph to propose the best (i.e., most complete) subsuming

candidates for justifications of the two opposing conclusions.

Problem 2: Suggesting components of a new justification. Another

problem that is raised in our framework is: What is the “best” subset that subsumes

the arguments of a conclusion/vote (based on the two types of voted relations).

This is necessary not only for the voter that wants to propose a new argument,
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subsuming all the old ones, but also for the undecided voter that wants to study

existing arguments in order to construct her opinion.

Both problems can benefit from presenting the best justifications first. In order

to measure what is a “good” justification, we propose several metrics:

1. the most voted

2. the oldest or newest in time

3. the most complete from the perspective of the existing relations

In addition, metrics can consist of any combinations of the ones proposed here.

4.2 Justifications

The process of gathering signatures for petitions has been extended to enable

supporters and opposers to add justifications for their stances. Under this system,

voting users can reference a single justification for a given choice. Due to the large

number of justifications that can be submitted, there is a need to help present

users with the most relevant justifications for a given choice.

Support, opposition and abstention. While commonly petitions can be

signed only for support, we assume that an electronic system can afford and benefit

from enabling manifestations of opposition or abstention to a petition. First, votes

can offer observers a hint to the strength of the support or opposition to the petition

even if it is less statistically significant than polls with a controlled distribution

of the subjects. Second, vote metadata provide a mechanism enabling people not
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supporting the petition to provide an early feedback to the petition supporters and

observers, via justifications as described next.

Justification. In addition to expressing support, opposition and abstention, we

also consider it important to enable the submission of justifications, containing

natural language explanation, along with the signatures of support or opposition.

A justification contains a set of arguments. These justifications can be seen as ways

to boost reciprocal understanding between people with opposing views, and as a

way to encourage activism [37]. They can also help bring democracy, mitigating

its frequently raised critique of manipulation and censorship by powerful groups of

interests.

Justification Type. A justification can be classified based on the type of

signature (i.e., support, opposition, abstention) that it accompanies. In this

dissertation, we propose solutions with only two types of justifications: supporting

justifications and opposing justifications. Two justifications are of the same type if

both accompany the same type of signature, indicating support or opposition.

Relations between justifications. Unlike classical argumentation where

relations are extracted from formal arguments, we assume that certain relations

are explicitly offered by associating them with opaque arguments in the form of an

opaque justification. This is commonly done in existing fora, where relations are

provided via a threading model: threads grow are as each comment responds to

another comment. While a formal logical argumentation could be used as support

for much more complex mechanisms, the mechanism of opaque arguments we use

can be seen as a basic case, where arguments in each provided justification form
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the premise of the associated vote in support or opposition:

arguments → petition

arguments → ¬petition

The simplification to this basic case can help us to concentrate better on the

semantics of the conclusion, in the form of the associated signature. This is an

element that was not sufficiently analyzed in the past. Once this semantic is well

established, with appropriate weights given to the relations, the extension to more

complex arguments (i.e., to restricted languages) can be seen as a combination

with what has been done in the past in the argumentation area.

Another type of relation we support is refutes, where a justification is

presented as an answer to a different justification that it corrects or enhances.

A third type of relation that we discuss is subsumes, claiming that a justification

includes all arguments of another justification. It should be noted that refutes

and subsumes are claims explicitly introduced by a voter and that may or may

not be automatically verifiable or logically correct. The last type of relation is

more_recent which orders the justifications by submission date and can be sorted

based on that:

justification claimed_refutes justification

justification claimed_subsumes justification

justification more_recent justification
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4.3 Claimed Refute/Subsume Relation and

Transitive Closure

Under the assumption that each voter selects the most complete justification fitting

his vote, this transitivity for the relation claimed_refutes is of the type:

p claimed_refutes n′

n′ claimed_refutes p′ → p claimed_refutes n

p′ claimed_refutes n

Our algorithm to compute a transitive closure could also exploit the

claimed_subsumes relations to define a subsume closure with the goal to find

a small set of justifications subsuming most other relevant justifications. The

definition of claimed_subsumes is simpler than the one of claimed_refutes:

p claimed_subsumes p′

p′ claimed_subsumes p′′ → p claimed_subsumes p′′

Using these special transitivities, one can search for the justifications that,

within a limited depth, refute the largest number of justifications of the other type.

In this dissertation, such an interface to electronic petitions with opposing views

and justifications is considered a given. Other approaches may be possible and
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further work may generate and compare such competing approaches to electronic

petitions.

Figure 4.1 shows an example refute-subsume graph based on the arguments

from the Challenger example described earlier. Justification J2 containing

arguments {AF2, AF5} is claimed to have refuted a justification J1 containing

argument AA1. A more complete justification J4 containing {AF2, AF5, AF7}

is claimed to have subsumed justification J2. A justification J5 containing

{AA1, AA2, AA3, AA4} is claimed to have refuted a J2. It is also claimed

to have subsumed a justification J3 containing {AA1, AA2}. A justification J6

containing {AF1, AF2, AF3, AF4, AF5, AF6, AF7} is claimed to have refuted

a justification J5. It also claimed to subsume J4. By the refute transitivity

above, since J2 claimed_refutes J1 and J5 claimed_refutes J2 and J6

claimed_refutes J5, then J6 claimed_refutes J1. Similarly for subsumes,

since J4 claimed_subsumes J2 and J6 claimed_subsumes J4, then J6

claimed_subsumes J2.
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Figure 4.1: Justification graph for the Challenger example

4.4 Formal Definition

Here, after defining the concept of answer, we introduce incrementally three basic

frameworks, used by the algorithms in the subsequent section. Then one can define

generalizations and combinations of these frameworks.

Definition 17 (Answer) A justification is said to answer to a voter if either it

is associated with the signature of that voter, or if it was created with a specification

that it claimed_refutes the justification selected by that voter.

Definition 18 (Subsuming Justification Problem (SJP))

The Subsuming Justification Problem (SJP) for a given petition M consists of

a tuple ⟨N, P, V, R, K⟩. Here N = {n1, ...., nmn} is a set consisting of mn opposing
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justifications of M , and P = {p1, ..., pmp} is a set of mp supporting justifications

for M .

Each justification j is associated with a number of vj signatures, as per the set

V = {(j, vj) | j ∈ N ∪ P, vj = signatures(j)}. The relation R : P ∪ S → P(P ∪ S)

where R |P : P → N and R |N : N → P , associates each opposing justification ni

with at most one supporting justification pni, and each supporting justification pi

with at most one opposing justification npi, by the claimed_refutes relation.

ni

vni−−→ ¬M

pi

vpi−→ M

pi claimed_refutes npi

ni claimed_refutes pni .

The SJP problem is to find a set of at most K supporting justifications that

answer to a maximum number of signatories (both supporting and opposing M),

and a set of at most K opposing justifications that answer to a maximum number

of signatories (either supporting and opposing M).

In a further complication it is possible to have each voter specify explicitly

the justification that his selected justification claimed_refutes (rather than

inheriting the one specified at the creation of his justification). This allows to better

adjust the relations from good old justifications to more_recent justifications.

Definition 19 (Weighted Subsuming Justification Problem (WSJP))

The Weighted Subsuming Justification Problem (WSJP) for a given petition M

consists of a tuple ⟨N, P, V, R, K⟩. Here N = {n1, ...., nmn} is a set consisting of
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mn opposing justifications of M , and P = {p1, ..., pmp} is a set of mp supporting

justifications for M .

Each justification j is associated with a number of vj signatures, as per the

set V = {(j, vj) | j ∈ N ∪ P, vj = signatures(j)}. The relation R ⊂ (N × N ×

P ) ⋃(P×N×N) associates a weight to each pair between an opposing justification ni

and supporting justification pj, and to each pair between a supporting justification

pi and an opposing justification nj, by the claimed_refutes relation. Each

element (i, wi,j, j) of the R relation is weighted with the number wi,j of signatories

of the left-hand justification i that have explicitly stated that this justification

claimed_refutes the justification j on the right-hand of the relation.

ni

vni−−→ ¬M

pi

vpi−→ M

pi

wp
i,j

claimed_refutes nj

ni

wn
i,j

claimed_refutes pj.

The WSJP problem is to find a set of at most K supporting justifications that

answer to a maximum number of signatories (both supporting and opposing M),

and a set of at most K opposing justifications that answer to a maximum number

of signatories (either supporting and opposing M).

To detect a reduced set of justifications that cover existing arguments, to be

used in creating a new justification, one has to consider the claimed_subsumes

relation.
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Definition 20 (Components Subsuming Justification Problem (CSJP))

The Components Subsuming Justification Problem (CSJP) for a given petition M

consists of a tuple ⟨N, P, V, R, S, K⟩. Here N = {n1, ...., nmn} is a set consisting

of mn opposing justifications of M , and P = {p1, ..., pmp} is a set of mp supporting

justifications for M .

Each justification j is associated with a number of vj signatures, as per the set

V = {(j, vj) | j ∈ N ∪P, vj = signatures(j)}. The function R : P ∪N → P(P ∪N)

where R |P : P → N and R |N : N → P , associates each opposing justification ni

with at most one supporting justification pni, and each supporting justification pi

with at most one opposing justification npi, by the claimed_refutes relation.

The function S : P ∪ N → P(P ∪ N) where the restriction of S to the domain P,

S |P : P → P(P ), and the restriction of S to the domain N, S |N : N → P(N),

associates each justification j to a set of justifications of the same type that it

claimed_subsumes.

ni

vni−−→ ¬M

pi

vpi−→ M

pi claimed_refutes npi

ni claimed_refutes pni

j claimed_subsumes k, ∀k ∈ S(j)

The CSJP problem is to find a set of at most K supporting justifications that

answer to a maximum number of signatories (both supporting and opposing M),

and a set of at most K opposing justifications that answer to a maximum number

of signatories (either supporting and opposing M).
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Combinations and generalizations can handle the fact that the static relations

from framework SJP and CSJP can be voted individually, as with the WSJP

framework.

Definition 21 (Representative Arguments Problem (RAP))

The Representative Arguments Problem (RAP) for a given petition M consists of a

tuple ⟨N, P, V, R, S, K⟩. Here N = {n1, ...., nmn} is a set consisting of mn opposing

justifications of M , and P = {p1, ..., pmp} is a set of mp supporting justifications

for M .

Each justification j is associated with a number of vj signatures, as per the

set V = {(j, vj) | j ∈ N ∪ P, vj = signatures(j)}. Similar to WSJP, the

relation R ⊂ (N × N × P ) ⋃(P × N × N) associates a weight to each pair

between an opposing justification ni and supporting justification pj, and to each

pair between a supporting justification pi and an opposing justification nj, by the

claimed_refutes or claimed_subsumes relation. The function S : P ∪ N →

P(P ∪ N) where the restriction of S to the domain P, S |P : P → P(P ), and the

restriction of S to the domain N, S |N : N → P(N), associates each justification j

to a set of justifications of the same type that it claimed_subsumes.

ni

vni−−→ ¬M

pi

vpi−→ M

pi

wp
i,j

claimed_refutes nj

ni

wn
i,j

claimed_refutes pj

j
wi,j

claimed_subsumes k, ∀k ∈ S(j)
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The RAP problem is to find a set of at most K supporting justifications that

answer to a maximum number of signatories (both supporting and opposing M),

and a set of at most K opposing justifications that answer to a maximum number

of signatories (either supporting and opposing M).
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Chapter 5

Algorithms

5.1 Overview

From the perspective of graph theory, the ranking analysis can be done with

bipartite graphs containing supporting justifications and opposing justifications.

Each of these frameworks (as well as their combinations) can be solved

approximately via an algorithm similar to mini-max, that traverses the search tree

within predetermined limits. More exactly, in the basic case one starts with the

given justification and in subsequent steps one can apply some kind of transitivity

of the relation down to a certain depth. The sections in this chapter present the

algorithms and incremental improvements to them. First, an algorithm for finding

a set of supporting and opposing justifications only using the claimed_refutes

relation is proposed. Then the claimed_subsumes relation is used to improve

the results. Finally, we add discount factors to factor in additional belief. Results

based on the Challenger example from Chapter 3 illustrate how those improvements

make a difference.
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5.2 Finding Supporting and Opposing

Justifications

The algorithm pseudo-code for computing the most encompassing supporting

and refuting justifications via only the refute relation is shown in Algorithms 1

and 2. The difference between those two algorithms is in Line 2: for supporting

justifications we start adding to the result set R from the initial justification j, while

for opposing justifications we start with the justifications that j refutes because

the opposing justifications are on the other side of the bipartite graph. At each

iteration we apply the claimed_refutes relation until the maximum permitted

level (or depth) is reached, and at the end we compute the union of all result sets

for all levels used.

It should be noted that the graph can have cycles, so the implementation should

detect them in order to avoid propagating scores to the nodes in a cycle. The cycle

detection is omitted from the algorithm snippets presented here for the sake of

clarity.

Algorithm 1: Algorithm to find supporting arguments
1 function supports (j, level)
2 add j to R1;
3 for k=2;k≤ level;k++ do
4 Rk = {i | u ∈ Rk−1, ∃t, u claimed_refutes t ∧ t claimed_refutes i}
5 return ⋃level

k=1 Rk;

The algorithm pseudo-code for computing subsume transitive closures is

very similar similar and is shown in Algorithm 3: we start with the initial

justification (which by definition subsumes itself) and instead of applying the
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Algorithm 2: Algorithm to find opposing arguments
1 function refutes (j, level)
2 for any i s.t. j claimed_refutes i do
3 add i to R1;
4 for k=2;k≤ level;k++ do
5 Rk = {i | u ∈ Rk−1, ∃t, u claimed_refutes t ∧ t claimed_refutes i}
6 return ⋃level

k=1 Rk;

claimed_refutes relation at each step, we apply the claimed_subsumes

relation. Again, since the subsumed justifications are on the same side of the

bipartite graph (a supporting justification can be presumed to subsume another

supporting justification and an opposing justification can be presumed to subsume

another opposing justification), the claimed_subsumes relation is applied only

once per iteration. This is unlike refutes where the claimed_refutes relation

is applied twice as part of the definition of the claimed_refutes transitivity in

Section 4.2.

Algorithm 3: Algorithm to find subsuming arguments
1 function subsumes (j, level)
2 add j to S0;
3 for k=1;k ≤ level;k++ do
4 Sk = {i | u ∈ Sk−1, u claimed_subsumes i}
5 return ⋃level

k=0 Sk;

Those functions can be applied to all justifications (for some level) and one

can compare the cardinality of the result set to estimate the top k justifications

containing the most arguments. In this dissertation, we assume that the result set

is finite and cardinality represents its size, i.e. the number of elements in it [78].
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A priority queue can be used to track those top k candidate justifications.

Jlevel := max
j,k

| refutes(j, level) |

Jlevel := max
j,k

| subsumes(j, level) |

Let’s go back to the Challenger example in Figure 4.1. Table 5.1 shows the

results of the refute cardinality based algorithm for each justification and maximum

depth of 4. The cardinality of the claimed_refutes transitive closure of J1, J3

and J4 are 0, since they are all leaves. Justifications 2 and 5 claimed_refutes

one justification each. For justification 6, the transitivity relation comes into play:

it claimed_refutes both 1 and 2, so its cardinality is 2. Thus, according to

the cardinality-based algorithm, the best opposing justification is J5 and the best

supporting justification is J6. Justification J6 has a higher score than justification

J5 (which is also the highest score calculated for all the justifications), so a

decision could be made to go ahead with the launch. An obvious limitation of

this algorithm, is that justification 4 scores lower than justification 2, even though

it contains more arguments. In fact, J4 contains all arguments of J2. Also, in this

example, the scores are pretty close to each other, reducing the confidence in the

final decision.
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Ji Type Score (maximum depth=4)

1 opposing | refutes(J1, 4) |= 0

3 opposing | refutes(J3, 4) |= 0

5 opposing | refutes(J5, 4) |= 1

2 supporting | refutes(J2, 4) |= 1

4 supporting | refutes(J4, 4) |= 0

6 supporting | refutes(J6, 4) |= 2

Table 5.1: Cardinality based refutes for Figure 4.1

5.3 Combining the Refute and Subsume

Transitive Closure

Another improvement that we have made is to combine the computation for

refute and subsume closure at each phase of the algorithm. This is to better

score justifications that subsume others (including transitivities). When the refute

transitivity is being computed, we can also compute the subsume closure of the

target justification, up to the maximum permissible level, and add it to the

list of refuted justifications. Algorithm 4 shows a pseudo-code for the method

that we have taken in our more general representative arguments algorithm

implementation. The subsume closure, up to the remaining permissible depth

(level - k), is computed in lines 4, 6 and 8.

Table 5.2 shows the results of the cardinality based algorithm when subsumes

are taken into account for each justification and maximum depth of 4. It is similar
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to Table 5.1, except that justification 4 no longer scores less than justification 2.

Also, as the score (by cardinality) of justification 6 is more pronounced, one can

have higher confidence that it may indeed be the best supporting justification and

a stronger overall decision can be made to proceed with the launch.

Algorithm 4: Algorithm to find counter-arguments taking into account subsume
relations

1 function refutes (j, level)
2 for any i s.t. j claimed_refutes i do
3 add i to R1;
4 add subsumes(i,level-1) to R1;
5 for k=2;k≤ level;k++ do
6 Rk = {subsumes(i, level − k) |
7 u ∈ Rk−1, ∃t, v, u claimed_refutes t ∧ v claimed_refutes i,
8 v ∈ subsumes(t, level − k) ∪ t}
9 return ⋃level

k=1 Rk;

Ji Type Score (maximum depth=4)

1 opposing | refutes(J1, 4) |= 0

3 opposing | refutes(J3, 4) |= 0

5 opposing | refutes(J5, 4) |= 1

2 supporting | refutes(J2, 4) |= 1

4 supporting | refutes(J4, 4) |= 1

6 supporting | refutes(J6, 4) |= 3

Table 5.2: Cardinality based refutes including subsumes for Figure 4.1
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5.4 Discount Parameters

Another improvement that can be made is to integrate the votes on justifications

and the relations between them as weights to arguments, thus modeling their

importance. They can further be discounted with a factor γ < 1 to consider their

depth in the tree:
level∑
k=0

γk ∗ votes(k)

where votes(k) can integrate the number of signatures for all justifications at level

k as well as for the claimed_refutes relations in the two directions used for the

transitivity: votes(k) = votesj(k) + α ∗ votes→(k) + β ∗ votes←(k)

To implement the weighted algorithms, one can substitute the union operation

(line 9 of Algorithm 4) with the discounted sum on the total scores of the

justifications at each level. It should be noted that the cardinality-based approach

is a special case of the weighed one, where gamma is set to one and alpha and beta

are set to zero.

Table 5.3 shows the difference when votes to justifications are added as weights.

In this table, the parameter γ is set to 0.5. To simplify the example, α and β are

set to zero, ignoring the votes on relations. The maximum depth is again 4. At

leaf level, γ0 = 1, so justifications J1 and J3 get the same score as the number

of votes for them. Justification J5 gets its own 20 votes, half of the votes of

justification J3 that it subsumes (at level 1) and half of the votes of justification

J2 that it refutes (also at level 1). Justification J4 gets its own 7 votes, half of the

votes of justification J2 that it subsumes (at level 1) and a quarter of the votes of

justification J1 that J2 refutes (at level 2). Assuming that the management voters

are less than the engineer voters, which is true for most hierarchical organizations,
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justification J6 gets its own 9 votes. By the relations, it also gets half of the

votes of justification J5 that it refutes (at level 1), half of the votes of justification

J4 that it subsumes (at level 1), a quarter of the votes of justification J1 that

it refutes through the claimed_refutes transitivity (at level 2), a quarter of

the votes of justification J2 that it subsumes through the claimed_subsumes

transitivity (at level 2) and one eight of the votes for J1 that are reached through

the claimed_subsumes transitivity and the claimed_refutes relation. In this

case, justification J5 has higher score than justification J6 and a decision could be

made to postpone the launch.

Ji Type Votes Score (maximum depth=4)

1 opposing 5 5

3 opposing 10 10

5 opposing 20 20 + 1
2 ∗ 10 + 1

2 ∗ 2 = 26

2 supporting 2 2 + 1
2 ∗ 5 = 4.5

4 supporting 7 7 + 1
2 ∗ 2 + 1

4 ∗ 5 = 9.25

6 supporting 9 9 + 1
2 ∗ 20 + 1

4 ∗ 5 + 1
2 ∗ 7 + 1

4 ∗ 2 + 1
8 ∗ 5 = 24.875

Table 5.3: Weighted refute scores based on votes for justifications in Figure 4.1

In the examples described so far, the best justifications have all been at level

one but that may not always be the case depending on the distribution of the

votes/relations in the bipartite graph and the values of the discount parameters.

The higher the level, the more errors propagate from the possibility that the

justifications and relations were voted incorrectly. The lower the level, the less
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insight is available into the debate. The best parameters and the best levels will

be identified as described later, based on a simulation.
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Chapter 6

Empirical Evaluation

6.1 Generative models

To generate data, we built a Bayesian network modeling the relationship between

justifications. It should be noted that in practice, Bayesian networks are general

enough to model quite complex human behavior. Let us denote with AM the set of

possible arguments for the petition M . Each justification can contain any subset

of AM .

In such a network corresponding to a SJP, there are two nodes, Aj and Rj,

for each justification j, introduced in the network in the order induced by the

more_recent relation. The domain of Aj is the power set of AM , P(AM). The

domain of Rj is the set of possible justifications (that are less recent than j), and

specifies a justification that j claimed_refutes.

An example refute Bayesian network is shown in Figure 6.1. There are four

argument variables A1 through A4 over a set of four arguments a1 through a4.

Variable A3 contains two arguments, while the rest contain only one. There are
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Figure 6.1: Example refute Bayesian network

also four refute variables for the four justifications. It can be seen that justification

4 (containing argument a4) refutes justification 3 (containing arguments a2 and a3)

which in turn refutes justification 2 (containing argument a1).

The distribution of Aj is uniform over the power set of AM . We could consider

that the nodes Aj are independent, while the nodes Rj are dependent on all Ai that

correspond to justifications i that are older than j. The distribution of Rj assigns

to prior justifications a probability proportional with the number of arguments

that they contain. The votes are distributed proportionally with the number of

arguments.

The Aj variables are hidden while the Rj variables are evidence. Aj are hidden

because the set of arguments in a justification is unknown at search time as it

is only implicitly known to the person who voted on the relation. It should be
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noted that during sampling we know the number of arguments that justifications

contain (and therefore the best arguments therein by sorting the justifications by

the number of arguments). During search we do not have access to that information

as our algorithms work only with the votes and relations.

Table 6.1 shows the probability tables for A over a smaller set AM consisting

of two arguments. As mentioned earlier, the distribution of Aj is uniform over

the power set of AM . As P (AM) contains 22=4 elements, each element of the

power set has probability 1/4=0.25 of being selected. Table 6.2 show a sample

probability distribution of Rj for three justifications given that it’s proportional

with the number of arguments that each of A1..j−1 contains.

Aj P(Aj)

{} 1
4

{a1} 1
4

{a2} 1
4

{a1, a2} 1
4

Table 6.1: Uniform probability distribution for Aj given two arguments, a1 and a2
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A1 A2 P(R3 = 2|A1A2R2) P(R3 = 1|A1A2R2)

{} {} 1
2

1
2

{} {a1} 0 1

{} {a2} 0 1

{} {a1, a2} 0 1

{a1} {} 1 0

{a1} {a1} 1
2

1
2

{a1} {a2} 1
2

1
2

{a1} {a1, a2} 1
3

2
3

{a2} {} 1 0

{a2} {a1} 1
2

1
2

{a2} {a2} 1
2

1
2

{a2} {a1, a2} 1
3

2
3

{a1, a2} {} 1 0

{a1, a2} {a1} 2
3

1
3

{a1, a2} {a2} 2
3

1
3

{a1, a2} {a1, a2} 1
2

1
2

Table 6.2: Probability distribution for R3 with two arguments and R2=1

In a similar way, a Bayesian network for subsumes can be implemented.

An example subsume Bayesian network is shown in Figure 6.2. Similar to the

refute example, there are four argument variables A1 through A4 over a set

of four arguments a1 through a4. Variable A3 contains two arguments, while

the rest contain only one. There are also four subsume variables for the four
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justifications. It can be seen that justification 3 (containing arguments a2,a3)

subsumes justification 2 (containing argument a2).

Figure 6.2: Example subsume Bayesian network

Extending the Bayesian network to WSJP and CSJP was easy. For WSJP,

the network was extended to generate votes on the relations. In CSJP, it was

extended to differentiate between the types of relations (refute or subsume). The

RAP network included the extensions of both WSJP and CSJP.

The number of values for the variables of such a Bayesian Network is pretty

high, therefore we need a compact representation that allows to efficiently infer

the justifications where Aj are assigned to the largest subsets of AM . We could

compactly represent the superset as a set of byte words such that when the element

is in the superset, the bit is flipped. Thus, we could quickly measure the number

of arguments in a justification by counting the number of bits flipped. We also did
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not store each possible element of the superset of AM but instead picked a random

element from 0 to 2|A|-1 and counted the number of bits flipped.

This Bayesian network is used for generating (sampling) test cases, as an

artificial “ground truth” in terms of the best arguments in the network and it

is valid in as far as it correctly models the world. This potential “ground truth”

is used for evaluating the success of the recognition with the previous algorithms

(mini-max for justifications). To validate our algorithms, we compare the best

justifications returned by our algorithms with the best justifications produced

during sampling.

6.2 Results

6.2.1 Method of sampling

We implemented the Bayesian network described above in Python and used it to

generate justifications. In the initial implementation, we used the the Markov chain

library of Python (PyMC) to pre-sample 10000 justifications over 30 arguments.

Due to the resources needed to store all the samples, we subsequently improved

the implementation to sample as the network is being used. Thus, while limiting

the number of neighbors to a small number (by allowing a justification to refute

at most 10 other justifications and to subsume at most 3 ones), the number of

justifications could be increased to 1000000. Given empirical data that people are

more likely to respond if they disagree than when they agree [2], we select our

parameters to refute a justification 85 percent of the time and subsume 15 percent

of the time. For a variety of reasons (including the mobile app described in the
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next section), we then re-implemented the algorithms above using both recursive

and iterative approach in Java.

6.2.2 Best parameters

To find the best levels and parameters, one can iterate over each parameter (alpha,

beta and gamma) from 0 to 1.00 with 0.05 increments. For practical reasons, we

fixed two of the variables (e.g. alpha and beta) and iterated over the remaining

variable (e.g. gamma). We then fixed that newly found value of the variable and

iterated over the rest. In this experiment, we ran the algorithms to return the top

one result instead of the top k. Due to the large number of iterations, we decreased

the number of justifications to 1000 with the maximum number of arguments per

justification set to 100 arguments (resulting in a superset of AM containing 2100

possible assignments). At each iteration, the sampler records but does not reveal

the best justifications generated so far which are later retrieved and compared to

the result returned by the search algorithms. We computed the best sets of values

for gamma and alpha which tend to be ranges specific to each instance of the

Bayesian network. Table 6.3 shows the relative importance of tuning parameters

gamma, alpha and beta. The range span for a single run represents the percentage

of the interval [0-1] where the parameter would yield the best justification. For

example, a range span of [0-0.25] would cover approximately 17% of the interval

[0-1]. The average range span is the average over 1000 runs of the algorithm. It

can be seen that the parameter gamma has the lowest range span, so tuning that

parameter is of highest importance. Conversely, alpha has the lowest importance,
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i.e. if one were to pick it at random from the interval [0-1], one has over 85%

chance of finding the best justification.

Parameter Average range span

Gamma 16.75%

Alpha 85.46%

Beta 80.95%

Table 6.3: Average parameter ranges for gamma/alpha/beta where the best
justifications were found for 1000 iterations of the discounted version of the
algorithm. The lower the value (range) the higher the gain from tuning that
parameter

Our intuition was also that the best levels would be among highest levels, and

we have indeed found that the best levels were in the set {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Figure 6.3

shows the minimum level needed to find the best justification using the discounted

algorithm over the first 100 iterations. The higher the level, the lower the chance

that one has to search that deep to find the best justification.

6.2.3 Comparison of algorithms

We also executed one hundred runs of the cardinality-based and discounted search

algorithms on freshly generated data for each run, again with each run containing

1000 justifications over 100 arguments. As described earlier, we have found that

the best justifications are usually in the top five levels, hence to be conservative

we limited the depth of the search tree to eight levels. The discounted search

algorithm was using the best parameters previously found. In those one hundred

runs, the Bayesian model specified that the most voted justification had the most
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Figure 6.3: The level needed to find the best justification (y-axis) for each iteration
(x-axis) under the discounted version of the algorithm

arguments 12 times (out of those 100 runs), so an algorithm that picks the most

voted justification would be accurate approximately 12 percent of the time. For

this comparison, we define the error to measure how close each algorithm got

to the best supporting and opposing justifications, to those justifications with

the most arguments according to the model. AAjmax represents the number

of arguments in the opposing justification with the most arguments, AAsearch

represents the number of arguments in the opposing justification returned by the

search algorithm. Similarly, AFjmax represents the number of arguments in the

best supporting justification and AFsearch the number of arguments in supporting
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justification returned by search:

Error = (AAjmax − AAsearch) + (AFjmax − AFsearch)

We then compared the errors in each of the algorithms. Table 6.4 summarizes the

results. The discounted algorithm was the most accurate (i.e. it had the least

error) 64 percent of the time which is improvement over chronological, random or

most voted order. Of those, the cardinality based algorithm, which is a degenerate

case of the weighted algorithm with gamma set to one and alpha set to zero (as

described earlier), was the most accurate 47-52 percent of the times.

Finally, we compared the performance of each of the algorithms over 100

iterations. Table 6.5 summarizes the results. The first, last and most voted

justifications were already kept in memory (with the search being ammortized

over all update operations), making subsequent retrievals quick. The cardinality

and discounted version of the algorithm were relatively expensive over just 1000

justifications and pre-computation may be necessary if a debate produces a larger

number of justifications.

Algorithm Most accurate (maximum depth=8, iterations=100)

chronological 1%

most voted 12%

cardinality 47%

cardinality with subsumes 52%

discounted votes 64%

Table 6.4: Comparison of the algorithms from chapter 5 in terms of accuracy
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Algorithm CPU time (maximum depth=8, iterations=100)

chronological <1ms

most voted <1ms

cardinality ~158ms

discounted votes with subsumes ~286ms

Table 6.5: Comparison of the algorithms from chapter 5 in terms of average CPU
time per iteration
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Chapter 7

Discussion and Future work

7.1 The Role of AI

As we have described earlier, in the area of argumentation, researchers strive to

make computers deliberate on behalf of the humans. They design reasoning based

on logical arguments. The conclusions must be logically consistent and easily

verifiable. The systems have centralized design.

In our case, due to the fact that each participant has different foundational

values, the deliberation is not something that is easily automatable by artificial

intelligence. In DirectDemocracyP2P, deliberation is a task reserved for humans to

do. People can accept or dismiss, reason and reevaluate their beliefs based on the

arguments. The purpose of the artificial intelligence algorithms presented here is

to help people find the most relevant arguments and contribute back their insight.
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7.2 Bayesian Models Used for Recognition

In this thesis, we use Bayesian models for generating test data to evaluate the

algorithms. Such models can also be used for recognition, e.g. to determine the

best arguments in a debate. In an academic environment, we’ve had limited access

to real world debate data, and as a result we have deliberately avoided this topic.

Adversarial reinforcement learning [72] has been shown to use competing models

(one used for generation and the other one used for recognition) in problems

where the availability of training data is limited. We can start with existing

corpora of human discussions (unlabeled data) and feed it to a discriminator.

The generator tries to generate data validated by the discriminator. As the

discriminator continues to be fed with real data, learning information flows from

the discriminator to the generator. After a certain number of passes, both the

discriminator and the generator will end up with labeled data even if we didn’t

annotate any data. Adversarial models are very interesting, an active area of

research and something that we plan to explore in the future. If humans are

involved as part of labeling data, research should be performed on how to select,

assign them and evaluate the highest value tasks.

7.3 Remote Computation

DirectDemocracyP2P is a program written in Java. As such, the backend is

portable and can run on any device. We have ported the DDP2P user interface to

the Android operating system and integrated the justification code to present the

user with the best possible justifications for a vote. Given the limited resources
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available to mobile devices to store, index and compute the best justifications, we

have implemented a remoting mechanism. The justification libraries run in the

context of a representational state transfer (REST) server. The Android Java UI

code has been changed to make REST calls to determine the best justification(s)

and present them to the user. That brings an important discussion about the

distributed architecture of DDP2P. In the case of Android, there is little risk if the

REST server runs locally (bound to localhost) or in a DDP2P server controlled

by the voter (e.g. a home server) as long as the server is configured and managed

correctly. It is another different problem, when the justification code can run

remotely in the cloud where an attacker can present his/her own best justifications.

This is something that we plan to address in the future.

7.4 The More Recent Relation

The frameworks described in this thesis can be further augmented with a

timestamp to each argument. Thereby one obtains an additional relation,

more_recent, that enables an extension of the concept answers. One can use

use it as an additional signal to promote or penalize newer or older justifications.

While we have briefly defined it in Section 4.3, we have avoided further work due

to the amount of research needed to properly integrate it in a decentralized system

as handling timestamps in a decentralized system creates problems. In the current

DirectDemocracyP2P system, there is no central timekeeper and it is a generally

known fact that the local timestamp on a computer can be easily spoofed. Users

can create conflicts, delete justifications then resubmit them as their own. We

envision under the current system, the more_recent relation will be accounted
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during the scoring, but due to its inherent vulnerability, significantly less weight

should be given to it. In the short term, a more trustworthy implementation would

require a set of centralized timekeepers (with the corresponding degrees of trust),

while in the long term, a fully decentralized timestamp implementation opens a

new area of research.

7.5 Availability of Training Data

In the experimental section, we have based the parameters of our Bayesian model

on findings from the literature review. The ratio of refute to subsume relations,

the distributions of votes on justifications and relations, among others, are where

we have relied on published work in the area. In other cases, we have used our

intuition that the best justifications are the ones with the most arguments, and

that the relations between justifications and the weights on those relations properly

model the problem. We have explored annotating a training corpus based on data

that is universally available from the publicly available bug databases for open

source projects. Human users, such as the trained engineers or managers that we

use in our example, could provide feedback on which are the best justifications.

That feedback could be used to improve our data generation models and search

algorithms. The requirement for specialized knowledge among those human users,

the limited number of team members that work on a particular problem, the mental

context needed for each choice and the often transient nature of their interests and

work (the project that they work on today may not be the one that they work

on tomorrow) further complicate the challenge. This is still largely an unsolved

problem.
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7.6 The Longer Term

The reasoning, recommendation and mining of data in forums of natural language

comments has become a significant research area [49], not only due to the

large number of users of such forums, which can benefit or be influenced by

the techniques that we describe, but also due to the number of interesting

applications, such as information gathering and analysis, security, and reliability.

Here we approach this area from the perspective of analysis and structuring of

the information for the benefit of the community whose statements are studied,

such that its members have better tools to contribute to the crystallization of

opinion and to the clarity of expression of their own group as a whole. The long-

term goal of our research is to enable computer networks to be a competing venue

for decision making for both small and large committees. Our system tries to

gather the most semantic and computational benefits from metadata that users

associate with statements that they submit as part of their reactions in debates

associated with polls, besides the content of the statements themselves, and to

come with mechanisms to design and to test designs of such metadata schemes

for achieving given purposes. Future interesting work will consist of methods to

create incentives for the users to provide high quality data, deciding the optimal

areas to involve the users (e.g. which relations cannot be automatically deduced

with high confidence, so user involvement has the highest payoff), as well as

the definition of structures to increase efficiency and robustness of automated

reasoning involved in solving the addressed problems: search of portfolios of

statements representing separate, potentially conflicting and relevant world views

of involved groups, from both general and personalized perspectives. These
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new research directions are important for the following reasons. On the one

hand, forums from which aggregated information can be easily extracted are

not common, and the mechanisms to automatically structure natural language

statements from crowds are still a research area, despite the large number of

social networks, news outlets, and government citizen opinion portals that employ

such forums [48]. Algorithms to extract data from forum statements into some

argumentation framework can benefit more from exploiting metadata, and such

algorithms are not yet commonly used with such metadata, despite the existence

of investigations into general level forum design and ranking schemes [9] [26] [39]

[41] [57]. On the other hand, data mining and intelligent recommendation is being

used for tasks such as analysis of Twitter messages [31] and recommendation of

forum statements based on authors [9], and significant effort is put by research

in natural language and abstract argumentation frameworks to come up with

formal models of argumentation that fit debates in various venues [1], as well

as for parsing statements to extract logical arguments [62]. We complement

these efforts with mechanisms to utilize user-provided metadata, and a few

algorithms that use metadata as an input and select the best justifications as an

output. It is our understanding that the forum metadata structures and reasoning

techniques we target are beyond the current capabilities of available deliberative

decision supporting systems. Current deliberative decision support systems

are either focused on argument structuring without significant consideration

on the individual opinions of relevant group members [35], or are focused on

member opinions with limited consideration to argument structuring. Current

reasoning methods with arguments are concerned with deriving solutions from a

sets of arguments and properties such as admissibility, rather than focusing on
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the identification of representative or comprehensive portfolios of justifications

representing the worldview of groups. Indeed, our approach highlights both

argument structures and individual user positions with respect to poll choices,

and targets reasoning algorithms for identifying arguments relevant to participants

rather than relevant to some logical system. The argumentation framework we

proposed has classes/coalitions of arguments as a part of its definition rather than

a result of some reasoning, and they can instead be used as a robust support of

further inferences.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

We address the problem of recommending the most comprehensive justifications

in support of a possible answer for a debated question. In this work we start

by proposing a logical framework to reason about arguments based on meta-

data submitted with natural language justifications as part of electronic debates

between unsophisticated participants. By the fact that we assume unsophisticated

participants we mean that the participants are generally not expected to be able

to format their arguments according to some strict logical formalism. Rather,

we expect them to submit natural language unstructured justifications that may

be difficult to process reliably by automated parsing tools, as commonly on web

discussion forums.

We only expect that unsophisticated users are generally able to vote for and

link correctly their justifications to other comments which they contradict or which

they want to enhance. Such votes and links constitute the meta-data that we

exploit for mining arguments in support of participants. This is unlike many
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efforts in argumentation which assume that participants can introduce arguments

using some strict logical formalism.

We described how the proposed framework can be used to recommend relevant

opinions to readers navigating the debate graph. We designed and implemented

algorithms for supporting this analysis, and we show how to measure whether these

algorithms accomplish the desired task.

The proposed framework is particularly relevant for debates where arguments

(seen as atomic entities in an attack/support relation) are submitted in a

decentralized fashion by a set of involved peers. This framework is intended to be

the primary mechanism to provide recommendations in the DirectDemocracyP2P

system. This system allows participants to associate single justification with

each vote. Each justification can either reply to one single previously existing

justification, and can enhance one single other previously existing justification.

To summarize, this dissertation makes the following contributions:

1. We formalized the argument recommendation problem in

DirectDemocracyP2P

2. We designed algorithms based on transitive closure to find a candidate list

for the set of best arguments

3. We presented a way to build a Bayesian network that models how participants

act when submitting justifications.

4. We used the Bayesian Network models to generate artificial debate data.

5. We proposed metrics to evaluate the algorithms in term of accuracy
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6. We compared the algorithms by how well they can match when participants

behave according to specific Bayesian network models.

7. We we studied the parameter space of the algorithms to determine the values

that yield the best justifications.
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Appendix A

Another illustrative example

A.1 Should the leap days and seconds be

abolished

The following example shows arguments and justifications for and against

abolishing the leap days and seconds that are periodically added to the UTC

time. It then tries to find the best supporting and opposing justifications in this

important debate. While leap days are added according to the rules of the specific

calendar (most commonly Gregorian) which can be complex but still deterministic,

for leap seconds scientists from the International Earth Rotation and Reference

Systems Service (IERS) periodically evaluate the need to add one second to the

UTC time to make sure it correctly tracks the orbit of the Earth.

The arguments and justifications below are based on comments on the debate

captured by Matsakis [54] and Wikipedia [79]. The constituents of the debate

include engineers, scientists, religious workers, representatives of nations who have
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stakes in the outcome and can vote in this important decision. As of the time of

writing of this dissertation, this debate is still undecided. Since the inception in

1972 of the leap second rule, leap seconds have been added on average every 1.6

years, either on June 30 or December 31. Also, the Gregorian calendar is 13 days

ahead of the Julian.

Arguments for (AF):

1. Correctly handling timestamps and duration results in complex software.

Lookup tables need to be queried and updated. One can argue that this is

“unnecessary” complexity.

2. It is hard to compute on timestamps months in the future as the leap seconds

are added in a non-deterministic fashion with limited head time.

3. Hard to compute on timestamps in the past especially across different

locations that have different time policies.

4. There have been gaps in engineering education. A lot of engineers don’t

even know leap seconds exist.

5. Known past dependability issues - a number of web sites down (for example,

Mozilla’s Hadoop implementation and Reddit’s Cassandra implementation had

problems handling leap seconds). In addition, there have been instances of delayed

flights (for example, Quantas airlines grounded more than 200 flights in 2012).

6. People haven’t learned from the past - a lot of NTP servers are still not

configured correctly.

7. Unreliable software - unknown future dependability issues or complex failure

modes such as cascading failures.
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8. It is our current understanding that a major factor for the slowdown in

Earth’s rotation is due to tidal friction.

9. Earth’s rotation is unpredictable (due to the nature of fluid dynamics) so

computation far in the future is hard.

10. “Absolute time flows evenly with no respect to external phenomena” - Isaac

Newton

11. Impact on astronomers mitigated or already handled - computations are

made often. With the advent of the Internet, such data is much more easily

disseminated.

12. Low impact to the human workday - we can already tolerate clock changes

such as the daylight savings time.

13. There should be limited impact to space navigation as there have been no

complaints from NASA. Most computations during planning and flight are done

on the ground.

14. There should be limited impact on religion as there have been no complaints

from religions leaders and religious people consult precomputed calendars.

15. Conversion cost can be reasonably estimated and mitigated (and previous

experience with the Y2K mitigation shows this).

16. Redefinition is not as dangerous or unpopular - calendar has been many

times redefined in the past (e.g. GMT in 1925).

17. The Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) name itself is confusing. It is still

subject to correction.

18. Sun clocks need to be reset every 500 years if leap seconds are abolished.

That’s how long it takes for errors (in seconds) to accumulate in distinguishable

way (minutes). Other mitigations are possible.
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19. Impact on navigation - very few entities use the stars to navigate in these

days.

20. It is not correct that the decision will result in higher unemployment. Just

the opposite. In the short time, there will be higher employment as software is

being fixes and verified.

21. The fact that leap seconds fall in the middle of the workday in some parts

of the world means that engineers are also at work and can quickly fix any issues

encountered.

22. Potential danger of negative leap seconds. Existing software might not

handle them gracefully.

23. Leap seconds happen during the workday in some countries

Arguments against (AA):

1. Workarounds for dependability issues have been developed and widely used

- repeating the last second of the day, leap smear, no work on leap day.

2. Effect on astronomers - some astronomical almanacs may need to be

recomputed.

3. Effect on human day schedule.

4. Effect on navigation - to correctly compute longitude using celestial objects

as a reference, one needs accurate time to within seconds.

5. Effect on space systems. There have been known spaceflight incidents due

to improperly handling units of measurement (e.g. the Mars Climate Orbiter).

6. Effect on religious practices - religious holidays may need to be recomputed.
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7. As our society increasingly relies on software for its day-to-day operation,

the cost of the change is unknown. Past experience such as the Y2K bug has shown

that costs can be high.

8. Future cost unknown as it is hard to predict the future.

9. Rename and redefinition will be initially confusing.

10. Respect for tradition.

11. Sun clocks will break.

12. Lower employment of people computing leap seconds.

13. Two clocks without leap seconds already exist, International Atomic Time

(TAI) and Global Positioning System (GPS) time.

14. Poor communication and insufficiently articulated proposals.

15. Engineers can be trained on the complexities with working with time. It is

expected that a quarter/semester is enough for basic training.

16. Leap second in the middle of a workday when people are expected to be at

work and can quickly address any problems

18. All leap seconds to date have been in the positive direction and given the

dynamics of Earth’s rotation, negative corrections are unlikely.

19. Most NTP issues can (and were) quickly fixed, assuming one can quickly

get to the root cause.

20. Leap seconds added on December 31 are added during holiday season for

a big part of the human population

Those arguments are denoted as AFi, which is i-th argument supporting the

decision, and AAi which is the ith argument against the decision. In a similar way,
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JAFi is the ith justification containing a subset of the arguments for and JAAi is

the i-th justification containing a subset of the arguments against.

Justifications containing one argument for or against this decision can also

refute each other. One user could have marked:

JAF11 claimed_refutes JAA2, JAF12 claimed_refutes JAA3, JAF19

claimed_refutes JAA4, JAA19 claimed_refutes JAF6

another user could have annotated:

JAF13 claimed_refutes JAA5, JAF14 claimed_refutes JAA6, JAF18

claimed_refutes JAA11, JAF6 claimed_refutes JAA1

and a third user could have marked:

JAF21 claimed_refutes JAA16, JAA1 claimed_refutes JAF7

Below is an example of a refute closure for this vote, which is also illustrated

in Figure A.1:

“most issues were quickly fixed” (JAA19) is claimed to refute “mitigations

not implemented” (JAF6) which is claimed to refuted “mitigations exist” (JAA1)

which in turn is claimed to refute “software is unreliable due to unknown issues”

(JAF7) results in the following transitive closure “most issues were quickly fixed”

(JAA19) can be claimed to refute “software is unreliable due to unknown issues”

(JAF7) or more formally:

JAA19 claimed_refutes JAF6

JAF6 claimed_refutes JAA1 → JAA19 claimed_refutes JAF7

JAA1 claimed_refutes JAF7
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It seems at this point that (JAA19) is the best one against based on the

cardinality based algorithms (again, for the weight-based algorithms, the best

justification depends on the votes on justifications and relations). A new voter

against might not be satisfied by it and add a new justification that contains all

arguments of JAA19 plus AA8, AA9 and AA13. If users mark it as subsuming

JAA19 (and vote for it for the weight based algorithms), that new justification will

become the best justification against.

In the case of justifications for, there isn’t a single best one based on the

cardinality-based algorithm, since at this point there are single refute relations

between disconnected justifications. This example also covers the non-monotonic

reasoning aspects of our system: as users make decisions, the set of justifications,

relations and weights on the relations may change and the respective conclusion

might change. If a fourth user would add a new justification containing AF11,

AF12, AF13, AF14, AF18 and other users properly annotate the subsume relations,

then that new justification will become the best justification for. The best

supporting and opposing justifications will have to be recalculated every time

a justification/relation is added or voted on for a particular motion, allowing

a decision maker with a varying degree of familiarity with the debate to get

understanding of the arguments for and against at that particular point of time.

As new data comes, past decisions may need to be revisited.
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Figure A.1: Justification graph for the “leap” decision
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Appendix B

List of Publications

The following is a list of publications that have been produced during the course

of this Ph.D. research.

Published papers

1. Marius Silaghi, Roussi Roussev and Badria Alfurhood; “Why do they vote

that?”; FLAIRS-30, 2017

2. Roussi Roussev and Marius Silaghi; “A logic for making hard decisions”;

FLAIRS-30, 2017

3. Roussi Roussev; “Modeling Dependability of Distributed System Topologies”;

WDC 2013

Posters

1. Roussi Roussev and Marius Silaghi; “Application of Argumentation Logic for

Decision on Bug Handling”; FLAIRS-30, 2017
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